
Jewish Research



All beginning genealogical pursuits with a U.S. bias should follow a specific road 
map in conducting the research:

1. Assemble the proper material (on laptop, binder, etc.)

2. Make up charts and fill in everything that you can

a) direct ancestry chart
b) series of ancestry charts

3. Locate relatives, close and distant.  Document the personal memory 
of circumstances and names of at least two generations

4. Interview relatives and neighbors, starting with the oldest

5. Visit the graves of relatives.  Hebrew tombstones will list the name 
of the deceased as well as the name of the father



Reading tombstones

Like Roman numerals, Hebrew letters are used to represent numbers

Months

Combinations

Three digit numbers above 400 are combinations

1. yom rishon (Sunday) 

2. yom sheni (Monday) 

3. yom sh'lishi (Tuesday) 

4. yom revi'i (Wednesday) 

5. yom chamishi (Thursday) 

6. yom shishi (Friday) 

7. Shabbat

Days of the week



Dates are recorded according to the Hebrew calendar. This calendar 
starts with year one of the creation story in Genesis dated 3760 B.C.E.

Dates on tombstones generally ignore the thousand.  Example: 5680

80 + 200 + 400 = 5680  (the five thousand is assumed)

פ ר  ת פרת  =

To arrive at the C.E. Gregorian date, add the static conversion number 
of 1240.  The resulting date is 1920

Minor problem: the Hebrew new year begins on Rosh Hashanah.  This 
holiday can occur in September or October of a year.  Therefore, dates 
listed for the months of Tishri, Heshvan, Kislev and sometimes Tevet 
must be read in the civil calendar as applying to the preceding year
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6. Assemble the clues and see where they take you

To document or acquire data in the U.S., and to find the “Atlantic Bridge” to 
Europe, consult:

vital records
federal census records
ships’ passenger lists
naturalization records
newspaper obituaries
city directories
probate records

These procedures are simple, yet yield effective results for researchers, 
including those searching Jewish families.  When researching Jewish 
families, however, there are usually additional challenges.  There are three 
major obstacles that impact virtually all Jewish genealogical research

1) the Holocaust
2) migration
3) Jewish names

۞



Few Jews today live in the country of their ancestors

Today the great Jewish population centers are in North America and the Middle East

Prior to WWII, over eighty-five percent of Jewry lived in Eastern Europe

The Holocaust (1933-1945) destroyed entire communities.  Families were displaced, 
separated and executed.  The ensuing chaos has consequence even today
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For many victims of the Holocaust, there is no documentation

Jews sent to death camps such as Treblinka or Belzec were 
gassed immediately, with no record

Those considered unsuitable for slave labor at a concentration 
camp were immediately executed, with no record

——all children under fourteen

——adults over fifty

——mothers with children under fourteen

——Jews discovered in hiding were executed on the spot
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Jews sent to concentration camps such as Mauthausen and 
Buchenwald were documented. Records include individual 
names, birth dates, places of birth and identification numbers

Minimal documentation was kept by the Einsatzgruppen: a few 
lists of individuals, mostly lists of numbers and categories

Some documentation exists for Jews transferred from one place 
to another (e.g. France to Auschwitz)

German Jewry: documented by a census in 1939 the 
identifies over ninety-nine percent of the Jews in Germany



German 1939 Jewish Census

Microfilm extent and history: Filmed in 1991 by the Bundesarchiv under contract 
with the Genealogical Society of Utah. 474,464 frames on 292 16 mm. films

Conducted on 17 May 1939, targeting individuals of Jewish descent living under 
Third Reich jurisdiction

Census records are organized by “Kreis” within census districts

To access records, determine “Kreis” for the community of residence, using Meyers 
Ort- und Verkhers-Lexikon des Deutschen Reichs, the identify census district from 
index of register, The German Minority Census of 1939. Determine film number(s) 
and search

Microfilms of the complete census are available at the Bundesarchiv, Potsdam; the 
Family History Library, Salt Lake City; and the United States Holocaust Memorial 
Museum, Washington, D.C.



Research request example



Criteria hierarchy:

√ Germany

√ Roefingen

√ in country during WWII

√ Weimersheimer

√ Family also in U.S.

Can the 1939 census address 
this question?

Due to the organization of census 
returns, the researcher must first 
identify the “Kreis” for the target 
location





Röfingen, D., Bay., RB. Schwaben, BA. 
Günzburg, AG. P E 2 km Burgau 
Schwaben

Roefingen, village, Bavaria, 
Regierungsbezirk Schwaben, Bezirksamt 
Guenzburg

Meyers is an alphabetically arranged geographical dictionary (gazetteer) of pre-
WWI Germany



“County” jurisdictions for the provinces of Germany

Province

“Kreis”

Meyer’s abbreviation



Known information:

Roefingen, Germany

BA Guenzburg

Need to identify census district

(FHLC access is at district)

Look in register index to reference “Kreis”
to census district

Census Finding Aid



Finding Aid Index



Finding Aid Registry

Alphabetical list of 
census districts

Calendar listing of 
counties

GSU film number

FHLC access by census 
district



Finding Aid Registry for Schwaben

District Schwaben

Kreis (BA) Günzburg

GSU film number 1742508*

*Counties occur on microfilm in 
the same order as in the register, 
e.g. Augsburg, Dillingen, Füssen, 
Günzburg, Illertissen



Ward list for District Schwaben

Ward 1 and 2

Ward 6

Schwaben, district 
number 86



Cover page  for Ward Günzburg

District and ward number, 
86/6

Ward head count



Cover page  for Gemeinde Röfingen

Note erroneous date of 1938



Census return for family Abendroth, Gemeinde Röfingen



Census return for family Abildgard, Gemeinde Röfingen



Census return for family Weimersheimer, Gemeinde Röfingen



16.4.1940 New York

3.  Fritz Israel Weimersheimer 27 November 1922 Ichenhausen y/y/y/y/n

Entry for Fritz Israel Weimersheimer, Gemeinde Röfingen



Column headings for census forms



Lfde. Nr. Accession number

Vorname Given name

Surname; females 
include maiden name

Familienname bie Frauen 
auch Mädchenname

Birthday, month, yearGeburtstag, Geburtsmonat, 
Geburtsjahr

Column headings in context



Column headings in context (cont.)

Geburtsort und -kreis Town and county of 
birth

War oder ist einer der vier 
Grosselternteile der Rasse nach 
Volljude? (Ja oder Nein)

Was or is one of your four 
grandparents full Jewish by race? 
(yes or no)



Column headings in context (cont.)

Haben Sie ein Hochschul- oder 
Fachschulstudium 
abgeschlossen?

Wenn ja, an welcher Hoch- oder Fachschule 
oder vor welchem Prüfungsamt haben Sie 
Staats – oder Abschlussprüfungen abgelegt?

Have they completed higher or 
technical education?

If yes, at what education office or before what 
examination board did they establish their state 
or technical proficiency rating?



Weimersheimer family analysis

1. Moritz Israel Weimersheimer, b. 18 Nov. 1896 in Ichenhausen [a Markt a/d Günz w/ rabbinate], Kr. 
Günzburg.  Maternal and paternal grandparents, Jewish. Not educated as described.

2. Betti Sarah Weimersheimer, née Wild, b. 16 Aug. 1895 in Cronheim [a Dorf], Kr. Günzenhausen.  
Maternal and paternal grandparents, Jewish. Not educated as described.

4. Peppi Sarah Weimersheimer, b. 27 Sept. 1937 in Ichenhausen [a Markt a/d Günz w/ rabbinate], Kr. 
Günzburg.  Maternal and paternal grandparents, Jewish. Not educated as described.

3. Fritz Israel Weimersheimer, b. 27 Nov. 1922 in Ichenhausen [a Markt a/d Günz w/ rabbinate], Kr. 
Günzburg.  Maternal and paternal grandparents, Jewish. Not educated as described. Moved to New York.

5. Herbert Israel Einstein, b. in Fellheim [a Dorf], Kr. Memmingen.  Maternal and paternal grandparents, 
Jewish. Not educated as described.
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A great deal of documentation was compiled after 1945

As early as 1943, list of survivors were compiled.  The major effort was 
made by the International Red Cross.  It reportedly maintains an index of 
over forty million index cards, and coordinates thousands of inquires each 
year

Many surviving Jews authored yizkor books to honor and document the 
villages and townspeople consumed by the Holocaust, and share a common 
structure

Part 1: history of the Jewish community from its beginning 
through the Holocaust

Part 2: a compilation of personal memories of survivors 
about the families

Part 3: the memory of families that had no survivors

Part 4: yizkor books usually end with a list of victims from 
the town, and a list of survivors

Almost every yizkor book is written in Yiddish and Hebrew
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In 1955 Yad Vashem 
began compiling a 
manuscript collection, 
the Pages of Testimony, 
that would document 
each of the six million 
Holocaust victims

submit

search
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Additional resources:

International Tracing Service

Landsmanshaften societies

Council of Organizations of the UJA-Federation of New York

Israeli societies listed with Yad Vashem

Oral testimonies

How to Document Victims and Locate Survivors of the Holocaust /
Gary Mokotoff.  Teanek, NJ : Avotaynu, 1995
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Few Jews lived today where their grand-parents lived.  Most are descended 
form ancestors in Central and Eastern Europe

Both these areas have been redefined geo-politically by war or treaty

Towns were renamed
Sanktpeterburg – Petrograd – Leningrad 

Jewish communities also had a Jewish name

Virtually all Jewish communities have disappeared

Many names are used redundantly for different jurisdictional indicators

“Grodnogubernija” = two words in Russian
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Become familiar with words for geo-
political divisions

—comitet
—gmina, powiat, wojewodztwo
—stan, uyezd, oblast, guberniya

Specific place names found in U.S. 
sources are usually misspelled
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Search for the Bessarabian 
community of Akkerman

Listed as a see-reference
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Here you find information of the 
country, various spellings, other 
names, population and UTM 
coordinates
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If you did not know an accurate 
spelling of the town, soundex it, 
using the Daitch-Mokotoff system

In Ukrainian, the location sounds 
like Begorat Djnestavsky

This converts to 785933
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Belgorat Djnestavsky
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Here are listed the variant names 
of the locality
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Patronymics.  E.g. Moses ben Maimon becomes Maimonides

ben = son bat = daughter Ibn = son of (Arabic)

Ibn Dana becomes Abendana

Belish, a modern Jewish name, is probably a form of
Benelisha, meaning “son of Elisha”

Ashkenazic families tended to use suffixes, e.g. Abramowitz

German witz
Slavic vitch, icz, wicz, ić
Romanian vici



Localities.  
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Suffixes –er and –ski denote a place of origin

Pozanski Krakauer Berlinsky

Regions: Hess, Bayer, Schlesinger, Schwab, Posner, Preuss, Frank

Towns: Shapiro, Fould, Heilprin
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Vocations.  

Family symbols.  

Kaufmann Spielman Drucker Goldschmidt Metzger

Kann Rothschild Kahn Nussbaum
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Animal names.  

Loewe (Loeb, Lyon, Leibowitz, Lowensohn, Leftwitz)

Wolf (Wolk, Walk, Wolfberg, Lupo, Lopez and Siff)

Hirsch (Hertz, Hartwig, Harris)

Other animals: fox, the eagle, finch, cock and falcon

Personal characteristics.  

Gross, Klein, Alt, Neu, Schwarz, Weiss, Schoen, Jaffa
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Acronyms.  

Brill Ben Rabbi Yehudah Lowe

Bry Ben Rabbi Israel

Badt Ben David

Names are also formed from official titles

Katz Kohen tzeddek (priest of righteousness)

Segal segan leviyyah (assistant of the Leviteship)


